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OUTWARD OPENING

Energy

System Information
Windows and Casement Doors

In Q- Windows we spend greatest efforts
to create a comfortable and safe
living environment.

Q- WINDOWS are made form high grade aluminum.
All main hardware parts are imported from Germany.
With a frame dimension of 52 mm and profile thickness up to 2 mm they
are very torsion stabile.
Based on the integrated thermal and sound reduction element the windows
and doors deliver highest thermal insulation performance.
The whole window system provides best security, water tidiness and highest
sound reduction values.

Aluminum brackets for
stabile corner joints

GERMAN Hardware
provides smooth opening

Glazing is covered by
EDPM gaskets

Thermal break strip

This picture shows the temperature
variation in our thermal break profile.
Outside HOT, inside COLD!

Q- Windows comply with modern building standards such as the
“American LEED Standard” and the “Malaysian Green Building Index”.
This help you realize great money savings.
Our German styled windows and doors are
designed and manufactured for long term use.

Stainless Steel 304 screws
for long life fastening

Heavy duty friction
hinges

Base on outstanding features Q- Windows is able
to provide a Lifetime Operational Warranty.

Comfor t

System Performance
Sound reduction

Double Glazing
or Lamination

Glazing fully covered
by EDPM gaskets

Noise is a common problem for everybody
who lives in the city. Noise influences our
daily lives and has a real impact on our
health. It has long been known that
excessive or constant noise can cause
heart disease, high blood pressure,
sleep disturbance stress, weakening
of our immune system.

Our standard double lamination glazing already
reduce the noise by factor 10. That´s a
significant improvement over 6 mm single glass
and enough to keep the unhealthy noise outside
of your apartment, hotel or private house.

Water tight

Silicon free
sealing

Wind noise proofed

Two Gasket
levels
Glazing fully covered
by EDPM gaskets

For developers this is a great selling
point as many customers are looking
for a quiet, comfortable home.
With our Q-Windows system you can
differentiate yourself from the market
and add value to your property.

GERMAN

Technology

Var i e t y

The Q- Windows advantage

Window arrangements

Colour options

